Rice Design Alliance

Events

Lecture Series

Northern Lights:
New Canadian Architects
For its Spring 1997 lecture series, RDA has invited five Canadian architects to present and discuss their work.

February 26 through March 26.

Phyllis Lambert, director of the Canadian Centre for Architecture, Montreal.
“Mies van der Rohe and the CCA – A Personal Perspective.”

March 5
John Patkau, Vancouver, British Columbia

March 12
Peter Cardew, Vancouver, British Columbia

March 19
Brigitte Shim, Toronto, Ontario

March 26
Brian MacKay-Lyons, Halifax, Nova Scotia

All lectures will be held in the Brown Auditorium, Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, at 8 p.m. Series tickets are available in advance at the RDA office. RDA and MFAH members $25, students $12, nonmembers $40. If available, single tickets will be sold at the door: RDA and MFAH members $7, students $3, nonmembers $10. For further information, please call 713.527.4876.

The Houston Talks

The Rice Design Alliance, the Rice University School of Architecture, and the University of Houston College of Architecture are for the first time collaborating on a lecture series that continues in the spring. The lectures are free and open to the public. Speakers will not only give a public lecture but also spend time informally with students at both schools. In addition to Enric Miralles who lectured on October 23, speakers are:

February 3
David Chipperfield, London.
Lecture at 8 p.m. in the Grand Hall, Rice Memorial Center, Rice University.

February 13
Lecture at 8 p.m. in the Cullen Performance Hall, University of Houston.

Exhibitions and Events

Houston Works
The Rice Design Alliance will be calling for entries for a spring exhibition at the Lawndale Art and Performance Center. RDA plans to exhibit a variety of work by Houston designers, including furniture, interior and landscape design, and architecture. April 3 through May 17.

Rancheros Deluxe
RDA's annual members-only architecture tour will feature the best Houston examples of the American ranch-style house, which had its heyday just after World War II and is newly eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. April 26 and 27.

To the Editor

Thank you for sending the issues of Cite: The Architecture and Design Review of Houston. Copies were made available to our faculty and students and sent to the Technical Reference Center. Cite is a first-class publication with a broad range of articles, and the layout is well thought out. I especially enjoyed the articles by Stephen Fox, Richard Ingersoll, and Michael Benedikt. All three have presented lectures to our college and were well received. We look forward to the next issue of Cite.

Julius M. Gebou, AIA
Head of Department, Department of Architecture, Texas A & M University

***

The copies of your fall issue of Cite arrived today, and I am still trembling from excitement. The layout and design is simply fantastic. I am especially pleased with the spread on Texas Southern University. Alvia Wardlaw did a wonderful job in capturing the essence of TSU. I know the entire university family would join me in saying thank you for including Texas Southern University, I have shared copies with our 36 student organizations, the Office of the President, our Board of Regents, and the University Archives in the Robert J. Terry Library.

Again, we thank you for having the vision, thought, and insight to include Texas Southern University. We wish you continued success with a wonderful publication.

Eva K. Pickens
Director of Communication and University Relations, Texas Southern University

***

The extraordinary sculptor Carroll Simms happens to be male, and thus should have been referred to by the pronoun “he” in the article about the TSU campus in Cite 35.

Since the campus was nominally the focus of the article, and the central plaza was recently dedicated to him, Simms’s works deserved more than the passing notice they received.

His works at TSU, UH, in the Music Hall, and other locations demonstrate that his true peers are Jacques Lipchitz, Jacob Epstein, and Henry Moore.

We want to encourage everyone with an interest in sculpture to visit the Carroll Simms Plaza at Texas Southern.

Bill Howe and Jeannette Dixon, Houston
From the Editor

FOLLOWING THE MONEY

The issue behind this issue is capital — money — the force that makes built projects happen. As political and social changes occur in this millennial decade, CITE thought it was time to look at projects around us, how they are funded, and in what ways they influence our community. With the help of four new writers to our pages, CITE 36 examines publicly and privately funded initiatives:

- Richard Longstreth and Drexel Turner reflect on West Gray and River Oaks Shopping Center, while David Kaplan explores the Rice University Village. In both cases private dollars have been plowed back in to make older retail developments economically viable.
- Vincent Hauser writes about federal dollars put to work to preserve our architectural heritage.
- Jeffrey Ochsner examines the expenditure of Metro tax dollars that hope to transform the downtown streetscape and challenge the pre-eminence of a formidable, well-financed private tunnel system down under.
- And, in an introspective arc, George Greanias considers the framework of the city’s infrastructure, the proper role of public tax dollars in influencing the development of the private sector, and how we should frame the dialogue about public-private partnerships that shape a city.

No one person, corporation, board, administration, or referendum has autonomous power to make decisions about how money is spent that effects our public environment. Awareness and discussion might raise the level of community involvement — so that what is built around us is an accurate reflection of the public will.

Barry Moore, FAIA
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VENER TO ETERNITY

RDA Honors Raymond Brochstein

The tenth annual Rice Design Alliance fundraising gala, *Veneer to Eternity*, was held on Saturday, November 9, 1996, at the newly retrofitted Houston Industries Plaza, 1111 Louisiana. A sellout RDA crowd of 700 turned out to honor Raymond Brochstein, president of Brochsteins Inc. Raymond's friends and supporters were given a chance to admire the beautiful bird's-eye-maple veneer mill-work installed by Brochsteins in the lobby spaces of Houston Industries Plaza.

Raymond Brochstein, a graduate of the Rice University School of Architecture, has carried on the fine tradition established by his father and his uncle, who founded Brochsteins Inc. in 1935. As one of the nation's leading manufacturers of architectural woodworking and custom-designed commercial furniture, Brochsteins has made an enormous contribution to the built environment by bringing impeccable craftsmanship to the interiors of corporate and professional offices, banks, retail establishments, hotels, museums, and clubs. Raymond Brochstein has worked with some of the nation's most outstanding architecture firms and has demonstrated a sensitivity to the requirements of architects and interior designers alike. His deep commitment to education is demonstrated by his support of Houston Independent School District programs as well as architecture programs at Rice University, the University of Houston, and the Rice Design Alliance. Raymond Brochstein, who this year was named a Fellow of the American Institute of Architects, has helped make Houston a better and more beautiful place to live through both his professional work and his support of many civic and cultural efforts.

RDA president Louis Skidmore and his wife, Margaret, and gala chairman Julie Baker and her husband, Jay, greeted the guests as they entered the marble, granite, wood, glass, and stainless-steel interiors of the building, which is the new corporate home of Houston Lighting & Power and its parent company. The architect, Richard Keating of DMJM Keating, flew in from Los Angeles for the gala, as did the interior designer of the elegant executive floors, Debra Lehman-Smith, who traveled with her partners from Washington, D.C.: H&L's David Barker with his wife, Carol, David George (who also served as gala underwriting chairman) with his wife, Norma, and Hugh Rice Kelly with his wife, Molly, received accolades from gala guests.

Many of the professionals whose companies worked on the project were on hand as well, including Charlie Baughn of Hines Interests (development manager), Jory Alexander and Wayne Shull of Kendall/Heaton (document architect), Scott Ziegler of Ziegler Cooper Architects (interiors architect), and contractors George Miner of Miner-Dederick Constructors and Bobby Surles of the Tellepsen Corporation.

Introductions in a memorable veneer-clad invitation by graphics designer Deborah Brochstein, the gala's theme, *Vener to Eternity*, was interpreted by architect and designer Charley Kifer with a 12-foot-high veneer Môbius strip, built and installed by Brochsteins, that guests passed through on their way up the escalator to the second-floor lobby. There auction co-chairs, Sarah Balinski and Judy Kugle, had more than a hundred auction items on display, including a figured-maple- and stainless-steel serving cart designed for the occasion by Debra Lehman-Smith and fabricated by Brochsteins; a week in a 300-year-old stone farmhouse near Saintes, France, renovated and donated by Taft Architects; and a tour of Hakeem Olajuwon's Sugar Land home by the owner and his architect, William T. Cannady.

For dinner, catered by Truffles & Flourishes, guests made their way down to the tunnel-level court, where each table featured its own Môbius-strip centerpiece, designed by Kifer and constructed by Rice architecture students under the direction of Brochsteins craftsmen.

Following dinner, Mr. Brochstein was "roasted" by Keating, Lehman-Smith, and his longtime friend, Ben Brewer. The program concluded with the presentation by Louis Skidmore of the 1996 RDA Award for Design Excellence, a...
"Magnolia" Steuben glass bowl donated by Neiman Marcus, to honor Brooks, who responded with light-hearted comments. Proceeds of $217,000 from the gala will help support the educational programs of the Rice Design Alliance. The RDA board of directors would like to thank all of the gala committee chairs and volunteers as well as Houston Industries for making their building available and the RDA staff for their support. We would also like to recognize our generous underwriters, whose contributions will help make possible the 1997 programs and publication of Cite.

UNDERWRITERS

Master Craftsmen
Mrs. Wesley West

Foremen
Baker & Bots
W. S. Bellows Construction Corp.
Brochstein Inc.
McCoy Inc.
Louis M. Saltamini
Truflle & Floursishing Caterers

Crew Leaders
Architectural Woodwork Corp.
Compaq Computer Corporation
Comoco
S. L. Crawford Construction Inc.
DMJM Keating
Douglas Gallagher
J. A. and Isabel M. Elkins Foundation
Enron Property Company
Gender
Gilbane Building Company
Alfred C. Glassell, III
D. E. Hervey Builders
Haynes Whaley Associates, Inc.
Hines Interests Limited Partnership
Houston Lighting & Power Company
JMIBurnett Center
Kendall/Heaton Associates, Inc.
Kirksey and Partners Architects
Karl Krymser and Dr. Robert J. Card
LBT Contractors, Inc.
Lehman/Schmitz/Wesman & Associates
Marley Lofstcin Murdough
Christian and Luke McCormick
Minoru-Dedicke Constructors Inc.
Walter P. Moore and Associates
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Morris
Jackson & Ryan Architects
The Powell Group
Radgody's
Shell Oil Company
Specified Components, Inc.
Suzann Godfrey L.L.P.
Telepenson Corporation
3DInternational
Vinson & Elkins/Burrill C. Morrow
Watkins Carter Hamilton
Ziegler Cooper Architects

Contributors
A & E Products Company, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Adler
Dorlas and Gas Block
Brochstein Inc.
Central Parking System
Stephen Fox
Elizabeth Glassman
Houston Lighting & Power Company
Mr. and Mrs. James Miller
Robert Morris
Nanomarcus
Mr. and Mrs. Sheli Schuleman
Isabel Brown Wilson
Lorraine and Ed Wolfe

Auction Donors
Alexander's Fine Portrait Design
Alley Theatre
American Institute of Architects
Claire and Doug Askernon
Nalette Apell Architects
Cameron Armstrong, Architect
Art guys
Artists Books CW
Leonard Bachman, Architect
Backstreet Cafe
Kenny Baldwin, LMSW-ACP, Psychiatrist
Sarah Balinsky Fine Framing, Display
Alternative, Art Services
Balkanski Imports

Houston Chapter, Associated General Contractors of America, Inc.
The Knoll Group
Linbeck Construction Corporation
The Family of Companies
Vicki and Winston McIntosh
Metco & Co. Painting, Inc.
O'Donnell/Smidler Construction, Inc.
Pierce Goodwin Alexander & Linville
Ms. Charlotte A. Rothwell
Barrie and Peter Scardino
Texas Commerce Bank
Pheobe and Bobby Tudor
Turner Construction Company of Texas
Erla and Harry Zuber

Apprentices
Advanced Technologies, Inc.
Anonymous
Bank One, Texas, N.A.
Brookstone Corporation
Mr. and Mrs. Larry W. Buck
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. T. Cannady
Chapman Design, Inc.
Clark Cordon Associates
ComEd Ltd.
House A. Cooper
Dudlefield Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. C. Richard Everett
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Fryar
Furniture Marketing Group of Houston, Inc.
Gwendolyn H. Gaule
Harding Design
Mrs. Ray Watkins Hoagland
Catherine M. and Richard E. Johnson
John E. Jones, AIA
Susan Booth Kerton
The Lentz Group
Lesley & Associates, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Elton S. Lipnick
Lonestar Plywood and Door Corp.
MMA Partners, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney H. Margolis
Charles and Michelle Maynard
The Mushbacher Foundation, Inc.
Moss Landscaping, Inc.
PanEnergy Corp.
Laura Steh Peters
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Peters
Karen and Harry Poxson
Reconstruction Management Company
Sally and Norman Reynolds
Alan A. Rosebloom and Guest
Mr. William C. Ross, C. P. A.
Margaret and Louis H. Skidmore, Jr.
William F. Stine & Associates
Hill Swift Architects
Lindsay and Dick Sydnor
Karen D. Walker
Wall Company Printing
Joe Douglas Webb AIA
Windham Builders

Contributors
A & E Products Company, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Adler
Dotie and Gas Block
Brochstein Inc.
Central Parking System
Stephen Fox
Elizabeth Glassman
Houston Lighting & Power Company
Mr. and Mrs. James Miller
Robert Morris
Nanomarcus
Mr. and Mrs. Sheli Schuleman
Isabel Brown Wilson
Lorraine and Ed Wolfe

Auction Donors
Alexander's Fine Portrait Design
Alley Theatre
American Institute of Architects
Claire and Doug Askernon
Nalette Apell Architects
Cameron Armstrong, Architect
Art guys
Artists Books CW
Leonard Bachman, Architect
Backstreet Cafe
Kenny Baldwin, LMSW-ACP, Psychiatrist
Sarah Balinsky Fine Framing, Display
Alternative, Art Services
Balkanski Imports

Guerdita Barnstone, Artballs Gallery
Baroque Ceramic Revival
Baroque Restaurant
Bayou Bend Collection and Gardens
benny's Restaurant
Barbara Biet
Boomsom/Southampton Veterinary Clinic
Monsieur Bocel
Cathy Boswell
The Brass Maiden
Bezos Bookstore
Brockman Inc.
Bourgeois Bagels
James Burnett
President George Bush
Elizabeth Byrd
CJR Architects
Cafe Ante
William T. Cannady
The Children's Museum of Houston
Colby Design
Contemporary Arts Museum
Creative Flooring Resources
Ann Crowell, Houston Chronicle
Doug Crossan
Da Camera of Houston
Danman's Cacina Italiana
Dr. Patrick R. Davidson, Montrose Veterinary Clinic
The Decorative Center of Houston
Page Dehong
Diverse/Works
Pamela Dreed Design
Ed Fabanks
Express Theatre
James Funn
Sandy Diner
Fowlerville Pottery
Folley's
Formica Corporation
Four Seasons Hotel
Stephen Fox
Fred Nevill
Gallesta Air Chiropractors
Don Goetter
Lynn Goode Gallery
Joseph Gregg, Point Five
Graham & Co. Fine Art
Tara C. Guffroy Designs
H. T. S. Industries, Inc.
Gary Gugento
Thyllis Hand Photography
Hilary Harrisch-Hecht
Dan Husebroke
Houston, Inc.
Jackson Hicks, Jackson and Company
High Gloss/High Gloss Two
Houston Ballet
Houston Grand Opera Association
Houston Museum of Natural Science
Houston Public Television
Houston Symphony
The Houstonian Hotel
Kathy Huber, Houston Chronicle
J. B. Jones
George O. Jackson
Jerry Jeanmart/Wells Design
KIDSS TV Channel 11
KIXKEADE International
Kim's Fine Chinese Cuisine
Bonnie Kastel
Kok's in the Village
Koosch-Fench Gallery
Judy Kugle
La Strada
The Lancaster
Lawrye Gallery
Lawndale Art & Performance Center
Heng-Huai Tiffany Lee
Lehman/Schmitz/Wesman & Associates
Irwin Lombardi
Looking at Art
J. M. Lynne Co., Inc.
Main Street Theater
Diane and Lester Marks
Maristina Mastro-Mazzini
Maximo
McGeeor's Mucky Duck Pub
The Menu Collection
Mimi's Children's Kitchen's Cooking Classes
Mitchell Energy & Development Corp.
Jennie More
Moody Gardens
The Moore Cafe

David Morell Garden Enterprises
Robert Morris, Architect
Judy Y. Mandy
The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston
Medica
Oxenlo Gallery
Odum Audio/Deco Gallery
Office Pavilion
Hakeem Ohujwon
Omitnek Kitchen Designs
The Orange Show Foundation
Charles Oubre
Osiris's Table
Painted Ladies' Studio & Finishing School
Jerry Pennick
Gaylynn Person Photography
Judy Preuss and Ross Skipper
Carol Piper
Carol Rudney Skin Care
Redwood Grill
Rice University Campus Store
Rice University Department of Athletics
Rice University Media Center
Rice University Press
Rice University School of Architecture
Rice University School of Continuing Studies
The Ritz Carlton Houston
Kenneth D. Rosebaum, G.G.
Jim Rothbauer
Charlotte Rothwell
Rogers Round Top Cafe
Nedra Ryan
George Sacaris
Karen Sachar
Danny Samurai
The Sugar Room, Ginger Barber
Smith & Hawken
Society for the Performing Arts
Rex Spence
Spinnifey
Francesca Stedman
Sunset Settings
Surroundings, Inc.
Tatt Architects
Tejada Leather
Theater Under The Stars
Dan Tidwell
Toby's Fairfield
Treserch Farms Inc.
Truflle & Floursishing Caterers
Tricia Tora
Karen D. Walker
Winery Associates
Dennis Wright

Left to Right:
1. Louis Skidmore, Raymond Brooks, David George, and John Baker.
2. Shawn Photog, Sara Bellenshin, Jim Sanders, and Judy Kugle.
3. Louis and Margaret Skidmore, their son Christopher Skidmore with his fiancée Anne Guettler.
5. Jay and Julie Baker.
6. Guests looking over auction items.
7. Mosaic tiling centerpieces of the gala and under construction by Rice architecture students at Brochstein's Inc.